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Developmental Guidelines for
 Chaste Living Topics

At various ages, children have questions about human 
sexuality, specifically those that have to do with 
biological and reproductive content. Some children ask 
questions, and some do not. Appropriate responses to 
these questions often induces anxiety in parents and 
other adults because they either do not feel 
comfortable answering the questions with the
"right" responses or because they fear their responses 
may influence their children to act in a certain way. 
Many of these fears can be alleviated when schools and 
parishes assist parents with educational guidance, 
which emphasizes age-appropriate Christian formation.

Ideally, parents should  be the first to introduce 
biological and reproductive materials to their children. 
The ideal time is the fourth or fifth grade, when the 
child is 9 to 11 years old or when parents feel it is 
appropriate to share the information. Teachers in the 
sixth and eighth grades should work collaboratively 
with parents to determine how and when they should 
review and reinforce more physiological and 
reproductive information.  Parents should ensure this is 
always within the Catholic moral context.
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Tell and convey to children they are loved, valued, cherished and
prized.
Provide examples of how God loves people as his adopted sons
and daughters, and how people love God, especially
communicated through family love.   
Help children develop a personal relationship with God through
prayer.
Emphasize the wonder of life, and how love creates and helps life
to grow.
Give children proper names for body parts, including their
genitals.
Address natural curiosity by helping children understand
elimination and knowledge of sexual parts.
Instruct children to care and respect their own bodies with good
hygiene, eating habits and exercise.
Accept children's actions that are natural. 
Correct inappropriate behavior.
Moderate and supervise television, electronic devices and print
materials.
Seek guidance for developmentally appropriate behavior. Use
discretion and gentle redirection with children's own sexual
behavior.
Encourage children to accept themselves as whole persons with
their strengths and limitations.
Respect children verbally, physically and emotionally.
Offer parental warmth and affection.
Spend significant time with each child.
Provide a variety of supportive relationships with loving married
and single adults.
Develop the foundation for moral decision-making by allowing
children to make simple choices.
Provide gentle, ongoing, and morally good guidance.
Foster open lines of communication with children.
Help children learn the consequences of their actions. 
Provide a balance between structured and free play.
Offer a variety of play and interaction opportunities.

· 

Early Childhood [Ages: birth to 5 years]
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Demonstrate appreciation of equality and mutuality of men and
women.
Accept children without stereotyped role and gender
expectations.
Be attentive to the emotional needs of each child and recognize
and support those needs.

Early Childhood [Ages: birth to 5 years] 
Continued 
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Provide opportunities for families to learn, pray and socialize. 
Affirm faithful and trusting relationships, especially among 
parents and family members.
Invite good adult role models to share time and gifts with 
children.
Engage in planning, implementing, and evaluating sexuality 
programs with your parish.
Learn and practice effective communication with your child. 
Create intergenerational experiences that reinforce loving beliefs 
and practices.
Help children understand their developing bodies and basic 
physiological processes.
Promote good health care habits.
Help children understand the importance of modesty, self-
discipline, and the need for privacy.
Guide children in relating to persons of the same and opposite 
sex.
Teach honest communication skills involving listening, sharing, 
forgiving and trusting.
Affirm the equality and unique differences of men and women. 
Address relationship barriers, such as cultural stereotyping. 
Help children to recognize how they are loved and able to love. 
Assist children with genuine and appropriate expressions of love 
and affection.
Teach children how to accept and love others different from 
themselves.
Foster experiences of personal and sacramental reconciliation in 
their everyday life.
Help children understand their growing relationship with God. 
Prepare children for the Eucharist and how to live eucharistically. 
Familiarize children with Scripture and its application to their 
lives.
Use resources and materials to discuss plant and animal 
reproduction with your children. Also, use materials to address 
pregnancy and the beginning of life. (Angel in the Waters (book), 
holyheroes.com, spiritual adoption through Holy Heroes)  
Emphasize the awe, wonder, and sacredness of life, and 
responsibly caring for it.

Childhood [Ages: 6-8]
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Teach younger adolescents respect for their bodies.
 Help adolescents appreciate the different types of growth 
including physical, intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual. 
Reaffirm the value of personal modesty.
Offer reassurance that sexual attraction is natural and 
normal.
Instruct adolescents on proper hygiene and health care. 
Encourage development of good nutritional habits and 
regular exercise routines.
Inform adolescents of health hazards that smoking and 
vaping presents, as well as the effects of alcohol and drug 
abuse.
Provide a basic understanding of the biological processes of 
the body appropriate to their age of development.
Teach the basic facts of human fertility and reproduction 
within the context of Christian marriage.
Promote the virtue of chastity as it relates to bodily integrity, 
self-respect and respect for others.
Reassure their capacity to love and to be loved. 
Invite good adult role models to share their time and gifts 
with children.
Assist adolescents in communicating with parents and 
trusted adults.
Instruct adolescents in appropriate physical and emotional 
expressions of love and affection.
Explain that Christian marriage is the context in which love is 
expressed fully by means of sexual intercourse.
Explain the Church's teaching about sex outside marriage. 
Encourage adolescents in familiarizing with Jesus as their 
personal model of maturity, friendship and relational skills.
Uphold the lives of the saints as well as other adult role 
models for inspiration and imitation.
Share the Church’s teachings regarding Theology of the Body 
with adolescents.  Give them the tools needed for faithfully 
responding to pressures of pornography to respond to the 
pressures regarding pornography, abusive language, the 
exploitation of sex and sexuality in media and social media 
activity. 

Younger Adolescents [Ages: 9-14]
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Instruct on the Church's teaching on masturbation and offer 
pastoral responses.
Explain the nature and effects of sexually transmitted 
diseases.
Provide a simple explanation on the Church's teaching 
regarding heterosexuality and homosexuality.
Guide adolescents in the art of moral decision making in 
concrete applications.
Assist in developing a personal and social sense of 
responsibility concerning actions and their consequences. 
Encourage the preparation and reception of the sacraments 
of reconciliation and Eucharist.
Offer adolescents opportunities and outlets for expressing 
their creativity and newfound energy levels: sports, drama, 
art, hobbies and music

Younger Adolescents [Ages: 9-14] Continued
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Help older adolescents appreciate the gift of their bodies, 
especially their fertility and the responsibility that accompanies 
the gifts.
Encourage them to identify Jesus as the model for relational 
maturity and friendship.
Teach adolescents the value and skills for respecting their own 
bodies and those of others.
Continue to encourage good personal hygiene and nutritional 
habits.
Continue discussions regarding the harmful effects of smoking 
and vaping, drugs and alcohol.
Explain how the Christian views sexuality at the service of love. 
Teach friendship-building and conflict resolution skills. 
Examine the nature and effects of sin as it affects their sense of 
self and relationship with others.
Teach God's forgiveness and mercy.
Encourage regular reception of the sacraments of 
reconciliation and Eucharist.
Promote the values and skills in living the virtues of chastity 
and modesty.
Teach appropriate expressions of affection and love related to 
their state of life.
Foster a healthy sense of equality and mutuality between the 
sexes.
Provide real options for avoiding temptations and practicing 
the virtue of purity.
Assist youth with forming their consciences, and encourage 
Gospel and Church-based moral decision making.
Model healthy same- and opposite-sex relationships.
Provide a course in marriage preparation for the discernment 
of Christian lifestyles.
Discuss the Church's teachings on the meaning of Christian 
vocations: marriage, religious life and single life. Discuss the 
Church’s teachings on the specifics of marriage, divorce, 
annulment and remarriage.
Instruct them on responsible parenthood. 
Instruct them on the Church's teachings concerning the use of 
contraception, non-marital sex and masturbation.   

Older Adolescents [Ages: 15-18]
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Teach how the media exploits sex.
Provide a simple explanation of the Church's teaching on In 
Vitro Fertilization and other reproductive technology.
Provide a Catholic perspective about heterosexuality, 
homosexuality and gender identity.
Inform teens about the value and dignity of the human person. 
Discuss life issues (death penalty, abortion, euthanasia, racism, 
etc) that go against the sacredness of human life “from womb 
to tomb.” 
Instruct on the source, nature and effects of sexually 
transmitted diseases.
Utilize resources such as Theology of the Body for Beginners by 
Christopher West, and Love and Responsibility by Karol 
Wojtyła, to help inform children and yourself about the 
sacredness of life and human sexuality.

Older Adolescents [Ages: 15-18] Continued
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Adulthood

Provide knowledge of evolving relationships in the 
developmental stages of adulthood.
Provide opportunities for developing good 
communication skills essential for healthy 
relationships.
Explore the vocations of single, married, and vowed 
religious life in light of fidelity to chastity, commitment, 
and growth in intimacy with persons of the same and 
opposite sex.
Provide opportunities and resources for Catholic 
guidance in moral decision making.
Provide times and opportunities for reflection, prayer, 
discussion and the sacraments.
Foster Christian community-building and worship 
experiences.
Foster an appreciation of moral issues in responsible 
parenthood and human reproduction..       
Encourage parents in their roles and responsibilities as 
moral educators as well as how to promote a positive 
environment for teaching human sexuality.
Provide educational opportunities to parents to 
enhance their parenting skills and ability to contribute 
wisely to the sexuality education of their children. 
Seek proper understanding of the meanings of sexual 
dysfunction, sexual abuse and sexually transmitted 
diseases/infections.
Offer adults at every stage of development 
opportunity to live faithfully and responsibly the 
physical, psychological, social and spiritual dimensions 
of life.
Develop on line necessary skills to recognize and 
respond to sexual content which dehumanizes the 
dignity of the person.  Monitor sexual content, Identify 
sexual predatory behavior and consider parental 
control software.
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Parent, Family and 
Parish Resources for 

Catechesis on 
Human Sexuality
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CREATION
Reveals who we are as male and female

TOTAL 
The goods and requirements of conjugal love

FAITHFUL 
Passions and moral life:  How do we live faithfully?

FRUITFUL
Sexual activity is ordered to the sacrament of marriage. 

FREELY
Chastity helps us freely choose what is good.

MARRIAGE
Sacramental union with God
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CREATION
REVEALS WHO WE ARE AS MALE AND FEMALE.

 "MALE AND FEMALE HE CREATED THEM" -Catechism of the Catholic Church
Equality and difference willed by God; “Each for the other – A unity in two”

Man and woman, created by God in His own image, were given equal 
dignity as human persons. Made to perfectly complement each 
other, they are willed by God for each other to form a communion of 
persons. Through this transmission of life, they join with God in his 
creative work, and reflect his wisdom and goodness.  (CCC 240,245,246,369)

Sexual Identity/Gender Identity
Apostolic Exhortation Amoris Laetitia (March 19, 2016)

We must teach young people to accept their own body
as created, male or female, avoiding any tendency to claim power
over their body or creation itself.  Our understanding of masculinity
and femininity is a process of integrating biological, cultural and
social factors as well as life experiences. It is important to help
children develop a vision of the roles of husbands and wives as
adaptable to the abilities and strengths of each, not rigidly defined by
gender.  

(AL 285-286)

Family Component:
Read creation stories in Genesis and discuss both accounts. Admire
God’s creative work in nature, knowing he created us with even more
love than the beauty that surrounds us.
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CREATION

Early Childhood 
Who created the world and why?
In addition to you and your parents, who else did God create?
Who is your best friend? In what ways are you a good friend?

Elementary 
How did God create us?
Why does God love us?
How do we take care of everything and everyone that is part of God’s 
creation?

Middle School 
God created each one of us special in our own ways. What is one 
thing that makes you unique? 
We were created as man and woman. How are we similar and 
different?
In what ways do we share our uniqueness and differences with 
someone we like?

High School
What does it mean to be created in God’s own image and likeness?
What does creation reveal about its creator?
Scripture tells us that it is not good to be alone (Gen 2:18). What is a 
healthy relationship for you?
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TOTAL 
THE GOODS AND REQUIREMENTS OF CONJUGAL LOVE 

– Virtue and Humanity
Conjugal love is a total love, a union of body, mind and spirit. It is
unifying, indissoluble, faithful, and open to life. In this act of total self-
gift is reflected the deepest expression of Christian love. 

(CCC 1643)

THE HUMAN VIRTUES
Virtues enable us to seek the good, to align our thoughts, actions, and
desires to divine will. They are acquired through the practice of
morally good acts, made possible by cooperating with God’s saving
grace and the guidance of the Holy Spirit, who directs us to what is
good. 

As we grow in virtue our hearts and minds become more like that of
Jesus, as virtues help us focus all that we are as human beings toward
communion with divine love.  (CCC 1804) We grow in holiness and
become closer to God when we express our sexuality in a healthy way.

It is not easy for man, wounded by sin, to maintain moral balance.
Christ's gift of salvation offers us the grace necessary to persevere in
the pursuit of the virtues. (CCC 1811) To help man to resist the
temptation of sin and turn toward the good, the Holy Spirit bestows
upon Christians seven gifts: wisdom, understanding, counsel,
fortitude, knowledge, piety, and fear of the Lord. The gifts of the Holy
Spirit are manifested in a virtuous life and lead us to a deeper love for
God and neighbor. As we grow in charity we become more like Christ,
a total gift of self.

Family Component:
Spend time as a family in Adoration of Blessed Sacrament, thanking
Jesus for his total gift of self. Pray about how you can share a gift you
have with others. Share a statement of affirmation with your family
members. 
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TOTAL

Early Childhood 
What is one gift God has given you?
How do these gifts make us good people?
How can we share the gifts God gives us with others?

Elementary 
Name a few gifts provided by God and your community of faith. What 
helps you make good choices every day?
How do these choices affect you and others around you?

Middle School 
In what way does God offer us gifts every day?
How do we develop good and healthy habits based on the gifts we 
receive at baptism? 
What are some of the challenges that keep us from developing good 
and healthy habits?

High School
In baptism we are given the gifts of the Holy Spirit, in confirmation we 
are sealed with these gifts. How do these gifts help us make good 
choices?
What is virtue, (CF 1804)? Who can you identify as a virtuous person? 
How do we practice habits that encourage a healthy relationship 
among friends, family members, people of the opposite sex and 
boyfriend or girlfriend?
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FAITHFUL 
PASSIONS AND MORAL LIFE:  HOW DO WE LIVE FAITHFULLY?

An upright will strive to order passions toward what is good and
virtuous, rather than succumbing to that which is disordered and
perverted by vices. 

(CCC 1762, 1764, 1766)

Masturbation
The proper place for sexual pleasure is within the marriage
relationship, where the meaning of mutual self-giving and
procreation in the context of true love is achieved.  Acts committed to
seek sexual pleasure outside the marriage relationship are in
themselves sinful.  Masturbation, the deliberate self-stimulation of the
genital organs, is a habitual sin that leads a person to turn inward,
focusing on oneself. In contrast, the marriage relationship calls for a
man and woman to turn outward, mutually and totally giving
themselves to the other. 

(CCC 2352)

Body as Temple: Pornography 
Another sin against purity is participation in pornography, the display
of intimate sexual acts to a third party. Pornography perverts the
conjugal act and gravely degrades the dignity of the actors. Christians
must avoid any participation as consumer, vendor or actor as
pornography carries a high risk for addiction. Civil authorities should
prevent distribution and production; parents should use blocks on
digital devices and have conversations with their children and teens
to explain why it offends God and harms all who participate.  

Family Component:
Fasting for Prayer, opportunities for families to reconcile with each
other.
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FAITHFUL

Early Childhood 
What makes you happiest? What makes you saddest?
When are times that you feel loved by others and how do you show 
your love to others?
What do I do to take care of myself?

Elementary 
Do my actions help or hurt others?
Does the way I treat my friends lead them to love Christ?
What can I do to take care of myself and others?

Middle School 
How do my actions reflect the life of Christ and lead others to God?
What does true love look like?
How can my actions, words or presence in social media hurt others or 
hurt myself?

High School
Is the way I treat my boyfriend and girlfriend the same why I would 
treat Christ?
How can my actions, words or presence in social media hurt others or 
hurt myself?
To love is to will the love of God for others. Why is love a will and not a 
feeling?
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FRUITFUL
SEXUAL ACTIVITY IS ORDERED TO THE SACRAMENT OF MARRIAGE.

The life-giving love that God has for the Church is reflected in the love 
between a husband and wife. The spousal union achieves the 
meaning of marriage: the good of the spouses themselves and the 
transmission of life. The conjugal love of man and women obligates 
them to fidelity and an openness to life; without these the goods of 
marriage and family are compromised.  

CONTRACEPTION
Contraceptive use renders the conjugal act infertile and is 
contradictory to the total giving of oneself to one’s spouse. 
Widespread acceptance of contraceptive practice contributes to 
societal moral decline. Pope Paul VI in his 1968 encyclical Humana 
Vitae warned that such decline would be characterized by a growth 
in marital infidelity, a loss of respect for the dignity of women, an 
increased focus on self and material things and a decreased 
acceptance of personal responsibility toward others. (CCC 2370) 
Instead, regulating birth by observing the natural rhythm of a 
woman’s cycle and practicing periods of continence during fertile 
times, leads to tenderness, respect for the body, and the exercise of 
true freedom. The refusal to be open to life, either in anticipation of, 
during or after the conjugal act is intrinsically evil.

SAME SEX ATTRACTION
Some men and women are mostly or only attracted sexually to others 
of the same sex. When this attraction is acted out, the sexual 
complementary of man and women is denied, and the transmission 
of life is not possible. Therefore, the Church renders homosexual acts 
disordered, and the unions mimicking marriage formed between 
individuals of the same sex intrinsically wrong. (CCC 1617, 1625, 1638-
1660, 1643, 1652, 1659-60, 2357-2359)

God loved us first and continually reaches out throughout our lifetime 
to turn our hearts toward him. Our human nature is weak and 
inclined to sin but this concupiscence can be overcome through 
continual conversion to Christ who makes himself present in the 
sacraments of the Church. Regular participation in the Eucharist and 
reconciliation, an ongoing renewal of the promises made at baptism, 
and the acquisition of moral virtues strengthen us in this lifelong 
struggle to follow Christ alone. (CCC 1426,1427)
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FRUITFUL

Family Component:
Visit a maternity home or Gabriel Project initiative. Go to 
reconciliation together as a family to receive the grace to 
live faithfully. 

Early Childhood 
How do we help living things like plants and pets keep growing?
How can we help a mommy with a little baby?
What does it mean to say, “I promise”?

Elementary 
In what ways is our family like the holy family?
What is one promise you have kept?
What does “love the sinner but not the sin” mean?

Middle School 
How is Christian marriage a model of God’s relationship (as Trinity)?
What makes a relationship life-giving?
Why does the term “safe sex” lead to misunderstanding about sex 
outside of marriage?

High School
Distinguish between the meaning of sex and sexuality from a 
Catholic perspective. 
Aside from contraception, in what ways can a marriage fail to be 
life-giving?
Why does the Church allow people with same sex attraction to be 
members but not allow them to marry?
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FREELY
CHASTITY HELPS US FREELY CHOOSE WHAT IS GOOD.

The moral virtue of chastity develops gradually. It is a training in 
human freedom that aims to integrate our sexuality and master our 
passions so that we freely choose what is good. All baptized persons 
are called to live chastely in accordance with their state in life. Married 
people practice conjugal chastity, single people practice chastity in 
continence (refraining from sexual acts), and those consecrated to 
religious life take the vow of celibacy, giving themselves to God alone 
in a total gift of self. 

(CCC 2337, 2349)

Assisting us to live chastely are the grace of God, prayer, the 
sacraments, and the exercise of the virtues, namely temperance. 
Chastity is a fruit of the Spirit, an expression of our human freedom 
choosing to love in accordance with moral law. Whether it is 
cultivated within the marital union, the single life, or the consecrated 
life, the practice of chastity is integral to growing in holiness. For those 
who profess virginity for the sake of the Kingdom, or are bound by the 
covenantal bond of marriage, the Lord grants the grace to live in 
conformity with his will. 

(CCC 2339-2350)

Family Component:
Rosary: Pray the Joyful or Luminous Mysteries and allow God to speak 
to you through these events in the lives of Jesus and Mary.   
Marian pilgrimage: virtual options are available 
Search on YouTube for Marian pilgrimages reconciliation: Participate 
in your parish advent or lent penance service
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FREELY

Early Childhood 
God created us and loves us. How do we help our bodies be healthy?
At baptism we became part of a family that loves and tries to live like 
Jesus. How do we show love to others in our family?
What is your favorite thing to wear and why?

Elementary 
Jesus taught us to love God, love ourselves and others. What are 
some ways we love ourselves?
How do we show love and respect for others?
At baptism we “put on Christ”. How can this image help us to choose 
to make good choices?

Middle School 
What are some ways that we show respect for our bodies?
Why is looking at sexual images online a sin against chastity?
What does how we dress have to do with chastity?

High School
How does chastity differ from abstinence?
How does virginity in the single state support the Christian view of 
marriage?
Why or how is married love compared to the love of Christ for his 
Church?
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MARRIAGE
SACRAMENTAL UNION WITH GOD

Christ raised matrimony to the dignity of a sacrament, giving 
spouses special grace to live out their marriage as a symbol of 
Christ’s love for his bride the Church. 

(Compendium of CCC 341)

ESCHATOLOGICAL WEDDING FEAST OF THE LAMB 
(THE CHURCH AS THE BRIDE OF CHRIST IN HEAVEN)

The covenantal relationship between God and his people Israel 
prepared the way for the new and everlasting covenant in Jesus, the 
sacrificial Lamb of God who prepares for those saved by him a 
wedding feast. The entire Christian life bears the mark of the spousal 
love of Christ and the Church. At baptism, the “nuptial bath”, we 
enter into the people of God. We are invited to the “supper of the 
Lamb” at Eucharist. Jesus, in performing his first miracle at a 
wedding, confirms for the Church the goodness of marriage. The 
Church gives great importance to the presence of Jesus at the 
wedding ceremony, proclaiming marriage an efficacious sign of his 
presence. 

(CCC 1612,1613,1617)

Family Component:
Look at wedding photos, videos or attend a wedding as a family. 
Have parents tell the story of their wedding day.
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MARRIAGE

Early Childhood 
In what ways do you share with others?
What do you remember about a wedding you went to?
Do you have a special friend who you want to be with you always?

Elementary 
How did Jesus show his love for the Church?
What helps you keep your promises?
How do you stay friends with someone for a long time?

Middle School 
How can a married couple’s relationship be a sign for others of God’s
kingdom of love, peace and justice?
Name specific ways married couples you admire show examples of
married love.
Why is forgiveness important in a marriage relationship?

High School
How can marriage be a path to holiness for the married partners?
How does thinking of marriage as a reflection of Christ’s love for his
Church change your perspective?
What virtues would be most helpful in building a strong marriage?
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